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Stretch Matrix

STEP 2 - PREPARE  BALLOONS

TIP:
You may trim around the 
outside edge of the Ginger 
Bread Boy by weaving #160 
or #260 balloons around the 
knots between pairs of 
balloons on the outside row 
(See  below).  It is easiest 
after balloons are loaded into 
the first framework but before 
the second framework is 
added.

STEP 1 - PREPARE  MATRIX

STEP 3 - LOAD  BALLOONS

Spray 
     paint & extra

adhesive if desired.

Unfold Matrix Matrix has light coat
of adhesive. 

To  color  Matrix, 
spray paint on top of
adhesive, let dry,
then add final coat
of adhesive (3-M
#77 is suggested).

For very neat results
tie most balloons* in
very tight pairs and
trim off excess
balloon necks.
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Size balloons
8” diameter

Inflate &
squeeze balloons

Equal portions of 
each balloon should 
be above and below 
the Matrix straps.

Roll balloons into Matrix.

TIPS:

(1)   Suspend Bells from the ceiling or from large helium 
filled balloons.

(2)   Use them at the corners of the dance floor for Valentines 
or anniversary parties or wedding receptions.

(3)   Use them to mark the chairs of the wedding couple, 
over the cake table or centered on an arch for photo 
opportunities.

(3)   Use them with ribbons, bows, flowers and greenery 
at the sign in table or adjacent the bride’s photo. 

(6)   String them in a series to make a garlands of bells.
(7)   Connect pairs of bells back to back to give an even 

more three dimensional appearance.
(8)   Coordinate these Bells with RMS Bells of other sizes 

at your event to carry out the theme.
(9)   Paint the Matrix straps or trim the bells with ribbon, 

tulle, net or lights for effect.

The 37 black openings 
hold balloons inflated 
8” in diameter.  The 2 
grey openings hold 
balloons inflated 6” in 
diameter. The 1 white 
opening holds a 
balloon inflated 7” in 
diameter

This Bell flares outward 
slightly to give it three 
dimensional character.

BELL   (4’ for 11” Balloons)


